ALEXANDER DUGIN RIGHT HAND MAN SENIOR
COUNSELOR TO VLADIMIR PUTIN
By: https://twitter.com/@ironstowe
This is where Drain the Swamp Originates.

Dugin is the most influential ethnic nationalist thinker in the world and
the architect of Russian foreign policy. If you want to understand the
philosophical underpinnings of disinformation that de-legitimizes

democracy, he is your guy. He acts and writes like a crank but has
massive influence on Vladimir Putin. Here is his trajectory to
influence in the US.
1988 - Dugin is member of nationalist / racist / anti-semitic party
Pamyat, rumored started by KGB

Timeline: Recent Racial Incidents
Timeline: Recent Racial Incidents rferl.org
● 1992 - Dugin joins National Bolshevik Party, a nationalist / racist /
anti-semitic party.
● 1994 - Dugin splits NBP part to form a MORE racist and aggressive
anti-Kasparov party and gain Putin's support.
● 1998 - Dugin: "genuine, true, radically revolutionary and consistent,
fascist fascism" in Russia  http://natl.re/1uBFqCz

● 2001 - Dugin officially starts Eurasia party. Eurasianism is (1) LGBT
hostility (2) Authoritarianism (3) Anti-Globalization.
● 2002-2004 - Dugin agitates for foreign policy elements of
Eurasianism, direct alliances with friendly authoritarians states.

● 2004 - Moscow subway bombings change everything. Russian policy
pivots to embrace Neo Eurasianism. Dugin much legitimized.
● 2005 - Eurasian militias begin springing up around Russia and
Ukraine, under leadership of Dugin.

How Alexander Dugin's Neo-Eurasianists geared up
for the Russian-Ukrainian war in 2005-2013 The "Donetsk Republic" was founded already in 2005
Euromaidanpress.com
● 2008 - Dugin is 1st official to refer to Georgian actions as "genocide"
setting stage for invasion & breakaway.

● 2009-2011, ESM continues to expand along with other nationalist
groups. ESM has Putin's favor.

●

Soviet Nationalism Is Still Driving
Russian Politics theatla

● 2012 - Dugin arranges Eurasian Summit in Moscow which leads to
breakaway of Donetsk Republic. Only S. Ossetia recognizes.
● 2013-2014 During latter stages of Crimean campaign, Dugin briefly
loses public favor after calling for genocide.

● 2014 - Cross publishing / translating / synergizing of Dugin's works
begins on Radix, VDare, etc. (White supremacy sites).

● 2014 Emmanuel LeRoy, a Dugin acolyte, becomes a central figure in
National Front far right party.
● 2014 - National Front receives a $40M "loan" from Russia.National
Front seeks Russian cash for election fight.

National Front seeks Russian cash for election fight
Visit the post for more. Politico.eu
● 2014 - Oligarch Malofeev creates a YouTube channel to promote
Dugin and far right values generally.
https://www.ft.com/content/84481538-1103-11e4-94f3-00144feabdc0
… via @FT

● 2015 - Dugin appears via Skype at Texas A&M at invitation of
neo-nazi Preston
Wiginton.http://www.theeagle.com/news/local/russian-political-scienti
st-alexander-dugin-delivers-lecture-via-skype-at/article_fab3212d-081
3-534b-a0fe-5d7a6346ef3f.html …
● 2016 - Dugin appears in Turkey immediately prior to failed coup.
Rumors FRS warned Erdogan abound.

Putin’s Sinister Role in the Failed Turkish Coup
One group that stands to gain significantly from Erdogan’s “purges”
are the local proponents of. . .

freebeacon.com

● 2016 - Malofeev migrates from Youtube to TV, providing Dugin with
his own show.

Revealed: Putin’s covert war on western decadence
Last weekend a group of young activists turned out on a Moscow
street to protest against western decadence. They were…
Spectator.co.uk
● 2016 - Cross publishing of Spencer on Dugin and Malovfeev's think
tank Katehon begins.
● 2016 - Richard Spencer appears at A&M at invitation of neo-nazi
Preston Wiginton.

White Supremacist Richard Spencer speaks at Texas A&M

Last month, Richard Spencer stood behind a podium at a Washington
conference center espousing racist ideals and proclaiming "Hail Trump! H...
Edition.cnn.com
● 2016 - Dugin publishes "victory tract" on his website after Donald
Trump's election victory.

Washington (CNN)A top adviser to President-elect
Donald Trump said Monday he thinks the Russians
were involved in election-related hacking of the US
-- a very different view than that held by the
incoming administration.

